
Are you looking for once in a lifetime hands-on experience while supporting Cayman Turtle Centre’s 
conservation efforts at the same time? Look no further than our “Keeper for a Day” programme.

Let us guide you through a truly unforgettable day.

This is an exclusive opportunity in the Cayman Islands where you will feed, interact with, and learn 
more about all of our animals at Cayman Turtle Centre. 

Your duties will range from conducting turtle health checks to feeding our terrestrial and marine 
animals.

Keeper for a Day

We can’t wait for you
to join our team!

Schedule:

This experience includes: • A souvenir t-shirt and cap.
• Lunch at Schooner’s Bar & Grill.
• Full access pass to enjoy the park for the afternoon.
• A goody bag, including a cooling towel and refillable water bottle.
• A certificate of participation to commemorate your day.

• 7:30 AM - Your day will begin with an introduction to the Cayman Turtle Conservation and
Education Centre. You’ll receive your welcome pack and a quick tour of the park to prepare for the
day ahead.

• 8:00 AM - As one of our Keeper’s for the day, you will help our team prepare meals for our
terrestrial and marine animals, learning all about their diet and nutrition.

• 9:00 AM – Time to feed the birds in our Caribbean Aviary.
• 9:30 AM – Meet our rare Kemp’s Ridley turtles and help with their feeding.
• 10:00 AM – Our Education Team will give you a short talk on our animals and conservation

programmes.
• 10:15 AM – Meet the yearling turtles in our Touch Tanks and learn more about their enrichment

programmes from our veterinary team.
• 10:45 AM - Learn about the sharks and other marine life at our Predator Reef.
• 11:00 AM - Time to feed the sharks!
• 11:45 AM – Depending on the feeding schedule on the day of your visit, you may also get to

experience Crocodile feeding, Parrot training or a Scavenger Hunt in our Butterfly House.
• 12:30 AM – You will end your morning as a Keeper with a well-deserved lunch at Schooner’s Bar

& Grill.
• After lunch you are free to enjoy the Centre at your leisure for the rest of the day. Take a hike on

our Blue Hole Nature Trail, ride the Turtle Twister Water Slide or simply relax by the Lagoon.
The choice is yours!

*Please note this schedule is a sample only
and activities are subject to change

Terms & Conditions: This experience is available to visitors aged 15 years old and over. Children aged 8-14 may participate if they are accompanied by an 
adult. Please note that a lot of your activity time will take place outdoors in the sun. We strongly recommend that you dress appropriately, stay hydrated and 
apply plenty of sunscreen. Conditions on the ground can often be wet and slippery so please ensure you wear appropriate footwear.

.

Price: CI$180 / US$215


